VIDEOGRAPHER | BROADCAST TECHNICIAN
Position Summary:
Coordinates satellite feeds, editing, shooting, graphics and video productions for
onboard television system and produces live special events and video shows by
performing the following essential duties and responsibilities.

Principal Duties and Responsibilities:
Shoots, edits and produces cruise videos. Promotes the sale of video with the
photography department.
Shoots, edits and produces commercials to promote onboard revenue.
Reads television-programming log to ascertain program to be recorded or
program to be aired on closed circuit television. Ensures all graphics reflect the
current marketing strategy.
Selects pre-approved source, such as movies, satellite or local television
stations, from which program will be recorded or transmitted, and selects
videotaping equipment on which program will be recorded.
Observes quality control monitor to verify that station is on-air. Monitors
television system to ensure all channels are operating appropriately within
specifications and correct programming is being televised.
Maintains equipment and ensures proper function. Cleans videotape path to
remove contaminants that would affect quality of recording or playback of
videotaping equipment.
Sets audio level, and records test pattern and program onto videotape.
Verifies quality of recording before playback on television system.

Cues program and places videotaping equipment in remote control mode for
use by other operator.
Wires audio and video patch bays (socketed equipment that allows for transfer
of audio and video signals between different pieces of equipment, via cables).
Operates videotaping equipment to record production and related shows
performed onboard.
Attends meetings, training activities, courses and all other work-related
activities as required.
Performs related duties as required. This position description in no way states
or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the shipboard
employee occupying this position. Shipboard employees will be required to
perform any other job-related duties assigned by their supervisor or
management.

Experience
Two to three years television broadcast or television production experience.
Knowledge of broadcast, video productions and technical television operation
production.
This includes producing, directing, shooting and editing of feature length, short
formats, commercial and documentary style programming.
Ability to edit on both linear and non-linear production systems in multiple
formats such as Beta SP, Beta SX, SVHS, MPEG, etc.
Ability to operate Macintosh and Windows computer platforms and familiar
with a variety of Adobe products such a PhotoShop, After Affects, Illustrator,
Premier.
Knowledge of basic computer operations in the areas of live TV directing, call
and switch live multiple camera programs, TV programming, scheduling and
traffic.
Advanced to fluent level of English verbal and writing skills, including the
proper use of English grammar is required.
Ability to apply customer service skills when interacting with guests and
coworkers.

Preferred
Technical or Graduation Course in Video, Cinema or equivalent.
Knowledge of satellite uplink and downlink procedures, as well as signal
tracking while at sea.

*this job description is to be considered as a general reference of duties and
responsibilities for the position as it might change according to ship and cruise
line.
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